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“I don’t have time”

“I need motivation”
“I don’t know what to do”

“I was injured in the past”

“It’s too expensive”

“I’m too out of shape”

“I’m scared”

“I don’t want people to judge me”

“I’d rather drink a beer”

“I’m intimidated”

“I’m tired”

“I’ll start tomorrow”



workout apps personal training 



= magical hybrid
workout apps + personal training 



in-person training +
 personalized workouts on your phone



project goal:
increase sign-up 
conversion rate



first step is to understand

what motivates people 
to work out

what blocks people 
from working out+



… and then align those with

what GAIN offers



research says



users have blocks 

Of people that didn’t exercise regularly...

75% said I am not motivated
75% said I need someone to keep me accountable



users want flexibility

I want to “work out at different times 
                  rather than only having one option” 

- Austin, survey respondent

“I wish I had more time 
   to fit exercise into my schedule” 

- anonymous survey respondent



users have varied backgrounds



meet our peeps











    key findings &
        design decisions



highlight competitive pricing

add trainer reviews 

add trainer profile page

add product screenshots 

update the tagline

focus on the MVP

honor price transparency

edit questionnaire + 
add personalize trainer list

push back the sign-up wall



focus on the MVP

current site



redesign



update the tagline

“it looks like a one stop shop for working out, 
  but I’m not sure what’s included…” 

- Evan, interviewee



photos of new tagline

current site redesign



add product screenshots 

“I want to see what the app does before I download it.”

-  Dana, interviewee



motivation guidanceaccountability



push back the sign-up wall



edit questionnaire + 
add personalize trainer list

74% of survey respondents cited personalization 
as the number one reason why they enjoy working 
out with a trainer



3 questions generates long 
list of trainers

Version 1
paper prototype 



generates short 
list of trainers

9 questions

Version 2
paper prototype 



LONGER form generates SHORTER personalized trainer list 



add trainer profile page



add trainer reviews 



trainer
reviews

GAIN 
reviews

current site redesign



honor price transparency
current site



price chart 
prominent on 
home page reframed

“ movement 
   assessment fee”

   to “sign up fee”



highlight competitive pricing

46% of survey respondents said 
personal training was too expensive



value proposition

highlight offer

competitive pricing

named plans



so what next?



next steps  

more testing … questionnaire, logo
brand voice & style guide 
trainer portal & communication options 






